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•  Motivation



LHC 探测实验 希格斯质量与电弱相变

研究背景与动机
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电弱相变

宇宙弦

⾼能标相变低能标相变

LISA,天琴,太极

‣ 研究背景                      随机引⼒波与新物理

随机引⼒波探测开启了探索早期宇宙背后新物理的⼀个新的窗⼝

脉冲星阵列计时 激光⼲涉引⼒波天⽂台（LIGO）
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‣研究背景          暗物质& 正反物质不对称& 强⼀阶电弱相变

电弱重⼦数产⽣

WIMP/FIMP暗物质

强⼀阶 
电弱相变
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复合希格斯

标准模型+实标量场 标准模型+复标量场



预⾔相变引⼒
波，检验爱因
斯坦⼴义相对
论

电弱对称性破
缺，给出基本
粒⼦质量起源

解释宇宙正
反物质不对
称

早期宇宙演化
 

超出粒⼦物理标准模型
新物理

研究背景与动机
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The generating functional (vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude)：

Action

‣ Effective potential at zero temperature

The connected generating functional W[j] defined as： 

The effective action Γ[φ] as the Legendre transformation: 
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‣ Effective potential at zero temperature

Expand Z[j] (W[j]) in a power series of j, to obtain its representation in terms of Green functions G(n) (connected Green 
functions G(n)c ) 

The effective action can be expanded as 

Γ(n) are the one-particle irreducible (1PI) Green functions 

Fourier transformation 

(1)
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Inserting into EQ.(1), the effective action for constant field configurations recast the form of  

Define the effective potential Veff(φc) as 

Translationally invariant theory, with φc being constant 

Using the definition of Dirac δ-function 

We get

(2)

(3)

(2,3)

Dxpanding in powers of momentum, about the point where all external momenta vanish 

‣ Effective potential at zero temperature

(4)
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‣ Effective potential at zero temperature

In momentum space the scalar field is 

Tree-level potential

Recall EQ.(4), we get

shifted mass :

1-loop effective potential is

one-loop potential:

After Wick rotation:

An example

(5)
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With dimensional regularization 

We calculate the one-loop correction to the effective potential by first calculating it 
with respect to the mass and then integrating. 

The derivative is just a single disconnected bubble. 

Subtracting the 1/ε − γ − log4π term, we get  

m2 = d2V/d  

‣ Effective potential at zero temperature
An example
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Feynman rules for the different fields in the imaginary time formalism：

With above FR EQ.(5) becomes 

with 

Define 
We have

(6) 

Substituting into  EQ.(6) we get 

‣ Effective potential at finite temperature-imaginary time

(7) 
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‣ Effective potential at finite temperature-real time

The propagators for fermion fields can be written as 

)

∆(p) is the boson/fermion propagator at zero 
temperature 

Propagators for scalar fields can be written as 

The main feature of the real time formalism is that the 
propagators come in two terms:

 1. one which is the same as in the zero temperature field 
theory(∆(p)), and a second one where all the temperature 
dependence is contained. 

2. (12), (21) and (22) components are unphysical since 
one of their time arguments has an imaginary component. 
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After integration on m2(φc), the first part contributes to the effective potential as 

Performing the p0 integral, we get

‣ Effective potential at finite temperature-real time

Considering 

Using the identity 

Integration over p0 in the β-dependent  of the EQ 8, we get

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Upon integration over m2(φc) leads to the second term of EQ (6)

Disconnected 
bubble diagrams 
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‣ Thermal effective scalar potential for PT study

all fermions F and bosons 
B that are relativistic at 
temperature T

MS, MV , MF are the masses 
of the scalar fields S, vector 
fields V and fermonic fields F

High-T expansion
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‣ Phase transition types

Second order First order
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‣ FOEWPT&Higgs physics

Grojean, Servant, Wells 
05, Huang, Jokelar, Li, 

Wagner 15, Cao, 
Huang, Xie, & Zhang 

17, Zhou, Bian, Guo 19

PRL 113, 141602 (2014)

Tunneling
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BNPC, v/T and EW sphaleron

< H(T) 

Washout avoidance,BNPC

Xucheng Gan, Andrew J. Long, Lian-Tao Wang, 17’ Hiren H. Patel and Michael J. Ramsey-Musolf, 15’ 
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Model classes for one-step FOPT

Chung, Long, Wang, Phys.Rev.D 87 (2013) 2, 023509
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‣ Thermal driven Class-I
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‣ Tree driven-Class IIA
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PT strength

Class IIA (1) no extra EWSB: xSM
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GM model

νφ2+8νξ2≡ν2 ≈(246GeV)2 

Class IIA (1) with extra EWSB:

extra EWSB

Custodial symmetry
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xSM: without extra EWSB GM: with extra EWSB
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SNR > 10 points for two-step and one-step SFOEWPT

Circles and the dotted points for the GM and xSM scenarios

Collider & GW complementary search 
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‣ Tree-level driven-Class II B
< 0 causes the potential to turn over

stabilizes the EW-broken vacuum

1705.02551 
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Dim. six operator, SMEFT

Electroweak minimum 
being the global one 

Potential barrier requirement

Finite temperature potential

Higgs potential

Thermal correction

Class IIB
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‣ Loop driven-Class III
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Finite-T potential in 2HDM

Tree-level

Class III 2HDM 
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‣Beyond SM models for FOPT

＋
B

SM

PTA,LISA,TianQin,Taiji,LIGO,…

Sym
metr

y b
rea

kdow
n Symmetry breaking process

SM+Scalar Singlet

SM+Scalar Doublet

SM + Scalar Triplet

NMSSM

SMEFT

Composite Higgs
Bian, Huang, Shu 15，Cheng, Bian 17, Bian, Tang 

18,Chen, Li, Wu, Bian,19

Bernon, Bian, Jiang 17, Bian, Liu 18

Zhou, Cheng, Deng, Bian, Wu 18,Zhou, Bian, Guo,Wu 19， 

Zhou, Bian,Du,22

Bian,Wu,Xie 19，Bian,Wu,Xie 20

Bi, Bian, Huang, Shu, Yin 15, Bian, Guo, Shu 17

Zhou, Bian, Guo 19

SNR > 10 for two-step and one-step SFOEWPT

Higgs&GWs
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Sphaleron energy and SFOEWPT condition 

SMEFT xSM
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xSM    &   SMEFT

Sphaleron Energy & GW

Zhou, Bian*, Guo*, Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 091903(R)
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Class III 2HDM SFOEWPT parameter spaces
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Class III 2HDM 13 TeV cross sections at the LHC
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Class III

Tree-level 

One-loop level

Triple Higgs coupling2HDM 
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2HDM

type I type II

Dashed (solid) line depicts the vw = 0.1(1) scenarios. 

Class III GW parameters
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2HDMClass III Sphaleron energy and SFOEWPT condition 
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新物理&相变引⼒波

Chiara Caprini et al JCAP03(2020)024 

有限温场论计算
格点场论模拟

PTA,LIGO,LISA,天琴,太极,…

SNR

超出粒⼦物理模型 
新物理模型

Tunneling

重要的引⼒波源，主要科学目标之⼀
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Radiation dominate Universe: H = (1/2t) 

‣ Key Events in the early Universe
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Bounce solution

PT strength

Phase transition  
inverse duration

Bubble nucleation

‣ GW parameters and FOPT
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The probability, that a randomly chosen point is still in the false vacuum, given by 

The fraction of the space which has already been 
converted to  the broken phase

r(t,tʹ) : the comoving radius of a bubble nucleated at tʹ  
propagated until a subsequent time t

a(t): the scale factor, vw(t): the wall velocity.

Using temperature T instead of time variable t, we have

The transition completes when P(t) ≈ 0.7, which leads to a  percolation temperature Tp  when

I(Tp) = 0.34. 

‣ GW parameters and FOPT
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Sound Wave

MHD turbulence

phase transition duration:

Root-mean-square four-
velocity of the plasma: 

‣ GW  spectrum from FOPT

peak frequency:

peak frequency:

peak frequency:

Bubble collisions
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1807.00786

‣ GW sources
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‣One-step FOPT

Lattice Simulation

Expansion&PercolationNucleationFinite-T Veff

Finite-T calculation

PT temperature（      ）
duration（      ）
strength（      ）

Tunneling
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‣ Lattice EW field foundation 
Φ(t, x) ： Higgs field doublet defined on sites; 

 Ui (t, x) and Vi (t, x) ：SU(2) and U(1) link fields, defined on the link between the 
neighboring sites x and x + i ，Φ(t, x), Ui (t, x) and Vi (t, x) are defined at time steps t + 
∆t, t + 2∆t, . . .; 

 Conjugate momentum fields：Π(t+∆t/2, x), F (t+∆t/2, x) and E(t+ ∆t/2, x), are defined 
at time steps t + ∆t/2, t + 3∆t/2. 

Temporal gauge 
 U0 (t, x) = I2, V0 (t, x) = 1 

leapfrog

Di, Wang, Zhou, Bian*, Cai*,Liu*, Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 251102
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Field basis
‣ PT process simulation

Lattice implementation

Di, Wang, Zhou, Bian*, Cai*,Liu*, Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 251102
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GW from Bubble collisions

γ⋆ = R⋆ /(2Rc ) 

γ⋆ = 2.98，vw=0.94 

γ⋆ = 4.84，vw=0.98 

R⋆ Lw

Di, Wang, Zhou, Bian*, Cai*,Liu*, Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 251102
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 scalar field + fluid system

The full energy-momentum tensor into two components,  one for the fluid Tμν and one for the Higgs Tμν 

Fluid pressure is the total contribution from all particles 

Thermally corrected potential

f(p,x)= feq(p,x)+δf(p,x) 

This leaves us with the equation of motion

where 

Local equilibrium and perfect fluid 

SciPost Phys. Lect.Notes 24 (2021) 

Boltzmann equation with collisions and external forces  
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With p(φ,T)=p1(φ,T)−V0(φ)，we have Tf
μν = (e + p)uμuν + pgμν , 

The full energy-momentum tensor is conserved

which yields 

Consider the scalar product of u with both sides 

Here, w = e + p = Ts is the enthalpy density, and s = dp/dT is the entropy density 

 scalar field + fluid system

SciPost Phys. Lect.Notes 24 (2021) 49/85



 ξ = r/t, r is the distance from the center of the 
bubble and t is the time since nucleation, 

v(ξw) is the fluid velocity at the location of the 
bubble wall and ξw = vw is the wall velocity. 

Introducing sound speed c2s ≡ (dp/dT )/(de/dT ), we have

μ is the fluid velocity at ξ in a frame 

that is moving outward at speed ξ 

From the conservation of the energy momentum tensor accross the interface, we have the boundary 
conditions:

Hydrodynamic equations for a single bubble

 scalar field + fluid system

+(−) meaning in front (behind) of the bubble wall (in the rest frame of the bubble wall) .
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‣ Bubble dynamics and fluid @ FOPT

Bag equation of state 

 the false-vacuum energy resulting from the Higgs potential

symmetric phase

broken phase

Different number of light degrees of freedom across the wall, different values a+ and a− (with a+ > a−) and 
different temperatures on both sides of the wall 

The black circle is the phase interface (bubble wall).  

Green region is of non-zero fluid velocity 

deflagrations 

hybrids 

detonations 

deflagration walls have a shock wave propagating in front of the wall,  
detonation walls have a rarefaction wave behind it, 
hybrid walls have both shock and rarefaction waves.

JCAP06(2010)028 51/85



真空泡碰撞、合并、流体演化产⽣引⼒波

V i is the fluid 3-velocity

Ui = WV i ，W：relativistic γ-factor

有限温度有效势能

标量场-相对论流体运动⽅程

fluid momentum density

equation of state  

新物理

E = fluid energy density 

: 粒⼦和真空泡壁 
相互作⽤
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真空泡碰撞、合并、流体演化产⽣引⼒波

Bian,Jia,Zhao,Zhu,arxiv:2011.XXXXX
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正反物质不对称&强⼀阶电弱相变

Neutron EDM excl.

eEDM excl.
BAU

5

2

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.1

Higgs Spectra Bound

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
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1.

tanb

»a b
»

ATLAS + CMS, b=a+pê2

0.55

0.60.65
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-0.5

0.0
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a

»ab»=0.06

Chup etal，Rev Mod  Phys.91.015001

Bian, Liu, Shu, Phys.Rev.Lett. 115 (2015) 021801

电弱重⼦数产⽣机制
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Bubble wall velocity with the EW plasma

ω is the energy of the WKB wave packet and Ez
2 ≡ p2

z +m2 

The force and group velocity 

The fluid ansatz for the distribution function is written as 

Boltzmann equation which dictates the time evolution of the particle distribution Wall frame

perturbations from equilibrium 

μ: chemical potential, δτ: temperature perturbation, δfu : the velocity perturbation 

(a)

(b)

Inserting the force and group velocity of eq. (b) into the Boltzmann equation (a), we have

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 102, 063516 (2020)
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The total pressure on the wall should be zero

An asymmetry in the total pressure between the front 
and back of the wall should be zero

Bubble profile

The Higgs EOM in the presence of out of equilibrium particle populations 

With q = (μ, δτ, u)T , the transport equations take the form 

Integrals of the particle distribution functions. 

Γ: the collision term  C in the above equation

 Source term

Bubble wall velocity with the EW plasma
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Phys. Rev. D 101 (2020) 063525 

EWBG with the EW plasma

VEV- insertion source tends to predict a larger baryon asymmetry than the WKB source
 by a factor of ∼10.

Boltzmann equation

CP-violating complex mass term

w=(μ,u)T 

Source term S= (S1, S2)T 

collision terms 

chemical potential for left handed baryon number 

Baryon asymmetry

Transport equations
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Equilibrium Yield

Freeze-out
Freeze-in

xfo～25
xfi～1-5

Tfi～mDM/xfi~100 GeV for mDM~ weak scale
Tfo～mDM/xfo~O(1) GeV for mDM~ weak scale

Feebly Interacting Massive Particles (FIMPs) WIMPs 
2 DM -> XSM XSM

Γ < H

Γ > H

relativistic non-relativistic

Γ < H

Γ ~ H

B1B2 → X,B1B2 → B3X, B1B3 → B2X and 
B2B3 → B1X SIMP 

3 XDM-> 2 XDM, 4 XDM->2 XDM

Freeze-in and Freeze-out
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SM+2 real scalars Chao, Guo, Shu 17,… 

CxSM Jiang, Bian*,Huang,Shu 16, 
Chiang, Ramsey-Musolf, Senaha 

18,…

‣ 2-step FOPT                            DM & EWBG

DM  
one-step  
two-step  

BAU 

Jiang, Bian*,Huang,Shu 16

WIMP DM+EWBG WIMP DM+FOPT

Two-step FOPT
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1712.03962,Michael J. Baker et al.

Bian, Tang,18

Amplified effects 
 larger thermal 

masses before  PT

Temporarily open 
of decay channel  

 FIMP DM and Two-step FOPT
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Huang, Long, and Wang,1608.06619Curtin, Meade, Yu,1409.0005

Craig,Englert, and McCullough,1305.5251

๏Zh@ILC/CEPC
‣Collider search for 2step FOPT
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Goncalves,Han,and Mukhopadhyay, 1710.02149

‣Collider search for 2 step FOPT

See also: Lee, Park,and Qian, 1812.02679

๏Off-shell Higgs@LHC
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Romero, Martinovic,Callister, Guo, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 15, 151301High-scale PT

LIGO-Virgo O3

‣  LIGO-Virgo search for FOPT
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95% CL. 
Excl.

‣ PPTA search for FOPT
PPTA DR2 dataset constrain low-scale phase transition，dark sector and QCD scale FOPT
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‣ Two-step FOPT potential
 Type-a

Motivated for DM&EWBG, see:1804.06813,1702.06124,1609.07143, 1605.08663, 1605.08663,etc 

1st
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 Type-a
‣ Two-step PT with the second-step being FOPT

Zhao, Di, Bian, Cai,2204.04427 
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 Type-a

solid: both  

dash-dot curves: h 

dotted curves : φ

R* Lw

‣ Two-step PT with the second-step being FOPT

Zhao, Di, Bian, Cai,2204.04427 
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 Type-b Without Global U(1)

t=7/T0

t=35/T0
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1st

Classical conformal + Dimensional transmutation

‣ Two-step PT with first-step being FOPT

Zhao, Di, Bian, Cai,2204.04427 
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Without Global U(1)

 Type-b
‣ Two-step PT with first-step being FOPT

Zhao, Di, Bian, Cai,2204.04427 69/85



Without Global U(1)

solid: both  

dotted curves: h 

dash-dot curves : φ 

R* Lw

 Type-b
‣ Two-step PT with first-step being FOPT

Zhao, Di, Bian, Cai,2204.04427 
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T. W. B. Kibble 

宇宙弦

‣Cosmic string

相变后U(1) 对称性自发破缺通常形成于GUTs

Yann Gouttenoire et al JCAP07(2020)032 

引⼒波辐射 宇宙弦成圈

Phys.Rev.D 30 (1984) 2036
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NANOGrav 12.5-yr dataset & cosmic string
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NANOGrav 12.5-yr dataset & cosmic string

John Ellis etal, Phys.Rev.Lett.126.041304(2021)  Bian, Cai, Liu, Zhou,Phys.Rev.D 103 (2021) 8, L081301 
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Bian*, Shu*, Wang, Yuan*, Zong,2205.07293

‣ PPTA dataset & cosmic string
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ξstr of the string network is 
essentially the typical bubble 
diameter for SFOPT???

T. W. B. Kibble 

Aust. J. Phys., 1997, 50, 697–722 

Phys.Rev.D 49 (1994) 1944-1950

Potential

The one-dimension topological defects: cosmic string

‣ Cosmic string simulation                  FOPT
CS: SSB of U(1) symmetry
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Motivated for strong CP and axion DMWith Global U(1)

R* Lw

Zhao, Di, Bian*, Cai*,2204.04427 
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‣Bubbles and vortex&anti-vortex
With Global U(1)

Arrows: phase distribution

 Type-b
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 zombie collision

‣  Zombie DM and CS GW

Entropy dilution

Bian,Liu,Xie,21
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‣  Zombie DM and CS GW

Bian,Liu,Xie, JHEP 11 (2021) 175
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‣  FIMP DM and CS GW

Bian,Tang,Zhou,21
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‣  DW & Discrete symmetry

Kibble mechanism
1002.1555
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Domain wall decay before 
they overclose Universe 

Domain wall decay 
before the BBN

Slope:

Amplitude:

peak 
frequency:

Area parameter

‣  DW & GW

1309.5001
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‣  DW GW & DM

Deng, Liu,Yang,Zhou, Bian,Phys.Rev.D 103 (2021) 5, 055013
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‣Related topics

3. DM and GW from FOPT

2. BAU and GW from FOPT
• Sphaleron process, bubble velocity 

• DM and high/low-scale PT, DM out-of-equilibrium & FOPT, 
PBH DM&FOPT

1. EWSB and GW from FOPT
• Probing the Higgs Potential shape and EWPT patterns with GW 

production and Colliders complementarily  

• PT GW simulation with holography models 
• Topological defects: Magnetic monopoles, cosmic strings, 

domain walls 

❖Lattice simulation

❖Pheno
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谢谢！
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